We construct a local on-shell invariant in D 11 supergravity from the nonlocal four-point tree scattering amplitude. Its existence, together with earlier arguments, implies nonrenormalizability of the theory at lowest possible, two loop, level. This invariant, whose leading bosonic terms are exhibited, may also express the leading, "zero-slope," M-theory corrections to its D 11 supergravity limit.
the nonlocal S matrix without loss of SUSY. The basis for our computations is the full action of [1] , expanded to the order required for obtaining the four-point scattering amplitudes among its two bosons, namely the graviton and the three-form potential A mna with field strength F mnab ϵ 4≠ ͓m A nab͔ , invariant under the gauge transformations dA mna ≠ ͓m j na͔ . From the bosonic truncation of this action (omitting obvious summation indices),
we extract the relevant vertices and propagators; note that k 2 has dimension ͓L͔ 9 and that the (P, T ) conserving cubic Chern-Simons (CS) term depends explicitly on k but is (of course) gravity independent. The propagators come from the quadratic terms in kh mn ϵ g mn 2 h mn and A mna ; they need no introduction. There are three cubic vertices, namely graviton, pure form and mixedform graviton that we schematically represent as 
The form's current C F and stress tensor T F are both manifestly gauge invariant. In our computation, two legs of the three-graviton vertex are always on linearized Einstein shell; we have exploited this fact in writing it in the simplified form (2), the subscript on the Einstein tensor denoting its quadratic part in h. [Essentially, the on-shell legs are the ones in T mn g , the off-shell one multiplies it.] To achieve coordinate invariance to correct, quadratic, order one must also include the four-point contact vertices
when calculating the amplitudes; these are the remedies for the unavoidable coordinate variance of the gravitational stress tensor T mn g and the fact that T mn F h mn is only first order coordinate-invariant. The gravitational vertices are not given explicitly, as they are both horrible and well known [6, 7] . We reiterate that gravitinos are decoupled at tree level; while four-point amplitudes involving them would mix with bosonic ones under supersymmetry transformations, this would merely provide a (useful) check on our arithmetic.
We start with the four-graviton amplitude, obtained by contracting two V 
The special property of the Einstein action (that also ensures its supersymmetrizability) is that this amplitude must be maximally helicity conserving (treating all particle as incoming), thereby fixing its local part to be [8] ͑E 4 2 P 4 ͒ ͑E 4 1 P 4 ͒. This invariant is also, owing to identities peculiar to D 4, expressible [4] as the square of the (unique in D 4)
is a highly degenerate case in both respects: generically, there are seven independent quartic monomials [9] in the Weyl tensor for D $ 8 and an intrinsically threeparameter family of BR tensors; as might be expected, there is no longer any simple equivalence between ͑BR͒ 2 forms and helicity (though it might be fruitful to explore its extensions to generic D). Still, these descriptions are robust: for example, one hint for the gravitational amplitude is provided by its diagrammatic origin in terms of T g mn because there is a (highly gauge-dependent) identity of the schematic form B mnab ϳ ≠ 2 ab T g mn . Within our space limitations, we cannot exhibit the actual calculation here; fortunately, this amplitude has already been given (for arbitrary D) in the pure gravity context [6] . It can be shown, using the basis of [9] , to be of the form
up to a possible contribution from the quartic Euler density E 8 , which is a total divergence to this order (if present, it would only contribute at R 5 level). The result (4) is also the familiar superstring zero-slope limit correction to D 10 supergravity, where the t m 1 ···m 8 8 symbol originates from the D 8 transverse subspace [10] . [Indeed, the "true" origin of the ten dimensional analog of (4) was actually traced back to D 11 in the one-loop computation of [2, 3] .] Note that the local part, L g 4 , is simply extracted through multiplication of M g 4 by stu, which in no way alters SUSY invariance, because all parts of M 4 behave the same way.
In many respects, the form (4) for the four-graviton contribution is a perfectly physical one. However, in terms of the rest of the invariant to be obtained below, one would like a natural formulation with currents that encompass both gravity and matter in a unified way as in fact occurs in, e.g., N 2, D 4 supergravity [11] . This might also lead to some understanding of other SUSY multiplets. Using the quartic basis expansion, one may rewrite L g 4 in various ways involving conserved BR currents and a closed four-form
where ͑ ͒ means symmetrization with weight one of the underlined indices. At D 4, P mnab obviously reduces to e mnab P 4 , and L g 4 can easily be shown to have the correct B 2 form, as must be the case from brute force dimensional reduction arguments.
Let us now turn to the pure form amplitude, whose operative currents are the Chern-Simons C F mna and the stress tensor T F mn , mediated, respectively, by the A and graviton propagators; each contribution is separately invariant. By dimensions, the building block will be k≠F≠F; getting hints from D 4, however, would require using (unwieldy) N 8 models. Instead, we computed the two relevant, C F C F and T F T 
The matrix G (7) is in fact valid for any matter-matter four-point amplitude mediated by a graviton through minimal coupling, simply because of the h mn T mn matt vertex and the BR matt ϳ ≠ 2 T matt relation. In particular, one can easily give natural extensions of the bosonic results both for the pure fermionic four-point function, since it too has an associated BR tensor ϳ≠ 
The off-diagonal current C RF has antecedents in N 2 D 4 theory [11] ; it is unique only up to terms vanishing on contraction with C F . While its (8b) form is compact, there are more promising variants, with better conservation and trace properties.
The 
up to subleading terms involving traces. The com-
, is not necessarily in its most unified form, but it suggests some intriguing possibilities, especially in the matter sector. For example, it is worth noting that the "C" currents can be unified into a unique current, which is the sum of the two, and their contributions to the invariant are simply its appropriate square. The corresponding attempt for the BR sector, unfortunately, does not quite work, at least with our choice of currents. We hope to return to this point elsewhere; instead we discuss some important consequences of the very existence of this invariant, where elegance of its presentation is irrelevant.
Consider first the issue of renormalizability of D 11 supergravity. As we mentioned at the start, the work of [5] formally regarded as an analytic continuation to D 11, states that the coefficient of a two-loop candidate counterterm is nonzero. Our result exhibits this invariant explicitly; taken together, they provide a compelling basis for the theory's nonrenormalizability. In this connection a brief review of the divergence problem may be useful. For clarity, we choose to work in the framework of dimensional regularization, in which only logarithmic divergences appear and, consequently, the local counterterm must have dimension zero (including dimensions of the coupling constants in the loop expansion). Now a generic gravitational loop expansion proceeds in powers of k 2 (we will separately discuss the effect of the additional appearance of k in the CS vertex). At one loop, one would have
but there is no candidate ᭝L 1 of dimension 11, since odd dimension cannot be achieved by a purely gravitational ᭝L 1 , except at best through a "gravitational" ϳeGRRRR or "form-gravitational" ϳeARRRR CS term [13] , which would violate parity: Thus, if present, they would represent an anomaly, and so be finite anyway. [In this connection we also note that the presence of a Levi-Civita symbol e usually does not invalidate the use of dimensional regularization (or reduction) schemes to the order we need. In any case, our conclusions would also apply, in a more complicated way, in other regularization schemes that preserve SUSY.] The two-loop term would be ᭝L 2 ϳ k of (5) will simply appear with the same number of derivatives. It is easy to see that the additional ≠ 12 can be inserted without spoiling SUSY; indeed they appear as naturally as did multiplication by stu in localizing the M 4 to L 4 : for example, ≠ 12 might become, in momentum space language, ͑s 6 1 t 6 1 u 6 ͒ or ͑stu͒ 2 . This establishes the structure of the four-point local counterterm candidate. As we mentioned, its coefficient (more precisely that of R 4 ) is known and nonvanishing at D 11 when calculated in the analytic continuation framework of [5] , which is certainly correct through D 10. Consider lastly possible invariants involving odd powers of k arising from the CS vertex. One might suppose that there is a class of one-loop diagrams, consisting of a polygon (triangle or higher) with form/graviton segments and appropriate emerging external bosons at its vertices, that could also have local divergences. The simplest example would be a form triangle with three external F-lines ϳk
eAFF. This odd number of derivatives cannot be achieved and still yield a local scalar. This argument also excludes the one-loop polygon's gravitational or form extensions such as F 2 R, FR 2 , or even F 3 R at this k 3 level. One final comment: nonrenormalizability had always been a reasonable guess as the fate of D 11 supergravity, given that it does not share the N 4 YM SUSY theory's conformal invariance, because of the dimensional coupling constant k. The opposite guess, however, that some special (M-theory related?) property of this "maximally maximal" model might keep it finite (at least to some higher order) could also have been reasonably entertained a priori, so this was an issue worth settling.
Perhaps more relevant to the future than the field theory's ultraviolet behavior is the light that can be shed on "nearby" properties of M theory, whatever its ultimate form. Given that D 11 supergravity is its local limit, one would expect that there are local, "zero-slope" corrections that resemble the corrections that D 10 string theories make to their limiting D 10, supergravities. Among other things, various brane effects might become apparent in this way. Our local invariant (quite apart from the ≠ n factors inserted for counterterm purposes) is then the simplest such possible correction. As we saw, it shares with D 10 zero-slope limits the same t 8 t 8 R 4 pure graviton term, but now acquires various additional form-dependent and spinorial contributions as well. A detailed version of our calculations will be published elsewhere.
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